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We were informed by the follows:
1. During Iraqi – Iran War, huge number of Kurdish people were banished who
were living in Kirkuk Center City. Also, who were living in Shuwan regions
– Qaraa Hassan – Qader Karam to Erbel and Sulymania Governorates for
some security reasons. Their Nationality Files were transferred too from
Tameem Governorate to the above mentioned two Governorates.. Kurdish
proportion after betrayal and dishonesty events in Kirkuk City was nearby
40% of city Population.
2. In the middle of 1991, numerous numbers of Kurdish people from Self –
Judgement Governorates migrated to the City including banished families
before 1990.
3. Nowadays, great proportion of Sulymania and Arbel Governorates Young
people are existed in Kirkuk City sitting in its streets especially, in its big
side were performing their Commercial businesses specially, the smuggled
materials.
4. The Kurdish families who returned and went to the City were prepared by
ration cards according to Civil Nationality citizenship that they own, which
were prepared from long age, before transferring their Identification Files to
Sulymania and Erbel. These family numbers are nearby (70,000-100,000)
family Kurdish now representing of about 60% of Population number.
5. There are Arabic residences whom completely became purely Kurdish ones
as (Al- Karamma) quarter in Al- Eskan and (Al- Shurta) quarter in Shurja
because of they were vacated from Arbaic residents after the betrayal and
dishonesty events.
6. There were Kurdish families who form magnitude Centers and Kurdish
families are around it such as (Kasnazan family, Qara Jewar family, AlKakia family, Al- talabania family, and some National Defense Group of
Counselors).
7. Trade and Economic Affairs were yet under Kurdish control in the City.
Also, contracts and tradesmen, and other public management’s services.
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